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C  Revision Narrative 
 
C.1 Introduction 
The NSF review for the XD proposals resulted in NSF/OCI indicating a desire to recommend that the 
award be made to the XSEDE PI and team, but with the XSEDE team working with the XROADS team 
to address opportunities to improve the XSEDE plan by incorporating the best elements of the XROADS 
plan, as identified in the review process. The intent is to provide the best possible plan for XD 
cyberinfrastructure and services to support the national open science community. 
This document provides a summary of the changes to the programmatic plan proposed in the XSEDE 
proposal that has resulted from approximately a two month engagement, subsequent to the review, by 
both teams, to forge a visionary XD program. OCI has been an integral part of the process, playing a 
gentle but appropriate role in ensuring that the resulting XD program be in the best interests of the US 
scientific community. The modifications to the original XSEDE plan include the incorporation of some 
new efforts/activities, alterations to certain planned activities, and the removal of items from the original 
XSEDE plan. The document also delineates the partners and effort levels brought in from the XROADS 
proposal and the partners and effort levels eliminated from the original XSEDE proposal. 
C.2 Coordination and Management Service (CMS) 
This is a complex service area and is therefore broken into several subsections to address the changes. 
C.2.1 Architecture 
NSF has made clear their desire that the best and most innovative features of both the XROADS and 
XSEDE architectures be incorporated in the ultimate XD architecture solution. Preliminary analysis 
suggests that while XROADS and XSEDE each developed differing architectural visions, in doing so 
each team focused on complementary areas of concern. Moreover both design teams produced 
commensurable architectural solutions: that is, the teams may have made different detailed design 
decisions, but they worked from a similar set of design questions. As a consequence, the top-level outline 
of an XD architecture that incorporates the best of both proposed architectures is reasonably clear, 
although significant work remains to work out various technical details during the first year.  
Key features of the resulting architecture are: 
1. XSEDE Enterprise Services (XES): those services and protocols that must be supported at core 
XD Service Provider1
2. Community Provided Services (CPS): other services and protocols that are made available (and 
potentially hosted) by XSEDE and by users of XSEDE. CPS may utilize XES. XD SPs may 
implement subsets of CPS as they choose. CPS may provide alternative mechanisms to services 
provided by XES, or support different interaction mechanisms, or have different goals and 
objectives than XES. What they have in common is that they are used by a community supported 
by XSEDE. CPS is where rapid innovation and experimentation can occur. CPS provides the 
flexibility required to meet community-specific needs, and to enable innovation and 
experimentation. 
 (SP) sites. XES is the foundation on which software developers and system 
administrators can depend. XES protocols and profiles may also be supported by other service 
providers (other (inter)national infrastructures, campuses, research groups) insofar as they require 
a guarantee of interoperability. XES does not define how these protocols or profiles must be 
supported, or what implementation must be used. XES benefits users by providing uniformity of 
interface across XD SPs, and benefits SPs by supporting diverse implementations. 
                                                     
1 Core XD Service Providers are NSF-funded XD Program awardees, e.g., IU, NCSA, NICS, PSC, Purdue, SDSC, 
TACC. 
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3. XSEDE User Access Services (XUAS): Significant components of the XROADS Services 
Platform, the Software-as-a-Service layer at the heart of the XROADS architecture, are 
incorporated as an integrated set of user-facing XSEDE access layer services (now called XSEDE 
User Access Services or XUAS). XUAS benefits users by providing an integrated view of both 
XD and non-XD resources, as well as higher-level user-facing services for such activities as 
managing data, tasks, and cloud infrastructure. 
The composition of each of these architectural elements will change over time as a consequence of 
changing requirements and as new technologies and techniques become available. The evolution of all 
elements of the architectural design, implementation and support specifically supported by XSEDE will 
be governed by the XSEDE systems engineering processes. Part of the great opportunity the architecture 
provides is for additional resources and services to be developed, deployed, integrated and supported by 
members of the community. An early activity with respect to XES will be to examine whether and how to 
extend XES to include support for RESTian style interactions in addition to the WS-I based interactions 
defined in the XSEDE proposal. 
In §D we describe the high-level structure of the extended architecture, and highlight the capabilities this 
architecture will provide to NSF and to existing and future computational science communities. We 
discuss first year activities to realize and evaluate the integrated architecture, and also areas of risk that 
attend this new architecture, and an engineering approach that will be taken to identify and mitigate these 
risks. 
C.2.2 Operations 
The XROADS Operations plan was examined in collaboration with Craig Stewart to identify the 
components that could be best incorporated to improve overall Operations. There were obvious 
efficiencies in continuing to operate some central XD services from their existing locations, allowing the 
re-use of both technologies and accumulated experience. Similarly, there were efforts in the support of 
Science Gateways that were attractive in their use of existing expertise. A strategic discussion included 
the re-engineering of the network infrastructure as described in §C.2.2.1.1. 
In addition to those efforts that could be simply mapped into the new Operations approach, a number of 
the XROADS operational components were closer in theme to the architecture or other major pieces of 
the XSEDE approach and so were proposed as possible candidates for incorporation into XSEDE in other 
areas (e.g., incorporation of the Knowledgebase into User Services, see §C.2.3).  
Taking the XSEDE proposal as a baseline, there were several places within Operations where significant 
changes were deemed appropriate. 
C.2.2.1 Programmatic Changes 
The following are the major programmatic changes to the XSEDE operations plan. 
1. We take advantage of major efficiencies in keeping a number of services where their TeraGrid 
analogues currently reside. These services include a number of databases, For example, the 
TGCDB (becoming the XDCDB) will continue to be provided by SDSC. This approach should 
reduce any migration difficulties and impact by utilizing existing hardware and personnel. 
2. The Knowledge Base effort at Indiana University was recognized as important and we plan to 
continue support for this comprehensive collection of searchable short articles utilized by both 
users and staff. An appropriate part of this effort will be migrated into User Services, see §C.2.3 
3. Dave Hart (now of NCAR, formerly SDSC), has enormous experience and expertise with usage 
analysis and reporting for TeraGrid, having been the lead on providing reporting services for the 
TeraGrid over the last several years, and has agreed to continue this responsibility for XD. 
4. The backup operations center is being moved from NICS to IU to take advantage of the 
significant investment by IU in this area. 
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5. SDSC will continue with Inca support, providing the monitoring of XSEDE software and 
services. 
6. The Virtual Machine hosting service developed at IU to facilitate the implementation of Science 
Gateways, by providing OpenVZ-based virtual machines to developers will continue.  
7. UChicago’s Linda Winkler will provide leadership for network operations. 
In addition, some parts of the XROADS Operations plan were presented for possible inclusion in the 
combined Architecture effort. For example, after review and discussion, support for the GPFS-WAN 
effort at SDSC has been included in the revised XSEDE architecture plan, as discussed in the architecture 
section of this document.  
C.2.2.1.1 Network Services 
The Day 1 XSEDE network (see Figure 1), much 
like the current TeraGrid private network, will 
provide dedicated 10 Gbps connectivity to all 
current core XD Service Providers (Indiana, NCSA, 
NICS, NCAR, PSC, Purdue, SDSC and TACC). 
XSEDE will use National LambdaRail’s (NLR) 
FrameNet services to provide dedicated 
connectivity between sites through FrameNet nodes 
in Chicago and Denver. NLR’s FrameNet provides the advantages of a private network along with a rich 
set of connectivity options, which provide the basis for expanding bandwidth, as required, to full-
capability sites and also to other institutions. The wide footprint of NLR FrameNet nodes across the 
country makes it feasible to extend the XSEDE network backbone to other cities as dedicated 
connectivity to additional sites is warranted.  
To help users navigate the network landscape, we will also deploy several XSEDE network services. In 
Year 1, XSEDE will implement the perfSONAR capability to provide dynamic auditing of XSEDE 
network performance and thus ensure all network elements operate in a seamless manner for data 
movement. PerfSONAR allows for both on-demand tests for debugging and periodic or occasional tests 
for quality control. The system comprises measurement points at SPs, a central data repository, software 
at the measurement points that performs tests, software at both the measurement points and central data 
repository to collect scheduled measurements, and software to present results to various stakeholders 
(SPs, XSEDE, users). 
Estimates for all cost elements have been made with the goal of providing the most effective network 
possible for the lowest total costs (i.e., not just to minimize costs to XSEDE). Cost estimates are based on 
the assumption that the seven known NSF-funded SPs (Indiana, NCSA, NICS including Keeneland, PSC, 
Purdue, SDSC and TACC) plus NCAR are the eight current full-capability sites for XSEDE. SPs will be 
responsible for a dedicated 10 Gbps circuit to a designated FrameNet hub, the FrameNet port cost 
($9K/yr), and a site border router capable of 10 Gbps; the dedicated perfSONAR host ($5K) will be 
provided by XSEDE. This design will impact the SDSC budget as it requires connectivity to Denver 
instead of Los Angeles at an incremental cost of approximately $86K/yr. This budget does address costs 
in Chicago ($41K/yr) as a result of moving the hub location from the current TeraGrid location at 
StarLight to the NLR location at 111 N. Canal. This investment will extend StarLight connected resources 
to the NLR hub location and allow XSEDE to connect additional sites, including potential international 
collaborations. 
In Year 2 XSEDE will build on the framework established in Year 1, investigating NLR’s FrameNet 
Dynamic VLAN Services as a network connectivity option. This service will provide reservation-based 
(on-demand) dedicated network capacity between XSEDE SPs and many other potential sites around the 
country via NLR connectivity and services. This approach offers a lower cost-of-entry way for the 
XSEDE high-performance network to extend to additional resource providers, data sources (including 
 
Figure 1: XSEDE network infrastructure. 
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DataNet partners), campus resources, and campus end users. Sites will still need to be connected to NLR, 
with the bandwidth and services required to participate, but many campuses have made or will make this 
investment for other reasons beyond just XSEDE. This system will comprise a Reservation Manager with 
appropriate authorization, authentication, and auditing to schedule circuit requests between participating 
endpoints. The network topology capability will enable the perfSONAR and Dynamic Reservation 
Service services to optimize network use between sites, by representing the existing and potential 
connections between sites, as well as their performance and characteristics. If dedicated bandwidth is 
required for high-performance data transfers, the Dynamic VLAN Service may be used. The service will 
not be limited to full-capability sites. Any institution on NLR FrameNet can invest in the Dynamic VLAN 
Service capability to obtain high-speed bandwidth reservations from XD resources to their users and/or 
resources. Sites will be responsible for setting up a Dynamic VLAN Service with NLR and contracting 
with NLR for the dedicated bandwidth (outside of XD) consumed during a reservation. 
Overall, the XSEDE network architecture will meet specific near-term needs and will have sufficient 
flexibility and growth capability to extend and evolve to an expanding set of users, campuses, resources, 
and applications. By leveraging the extensive national infrastructure provided by NLR and Internet2, we 
are able to connect between and to NSF-funded Track 2 and RVDAS resources (at Indiana, NCSA, NICS, 
PSC, SDSC and TACC) and NCAR, and accommodate cost-effective growth for future NSF-funded 
resources at other sites. We expect SP sites to maintain their shared Internet2 connections for wide 
resource access. To join the XSEDE Network, new SP sites will be expected to cover the cost to connect 
(variable) to one of the NLR FrameNet hubs (Chicago or Denver), the NLR port cost (10G at $9K/yr), 
and a site border router; XSEDE will provide a perfSONAR host ($5K). Sites may opt to use a non-
dedicated NLR FrameNet connection at from 1-10 Gbps to connect to XD resources. While many 
institutions interested in joining the high-performance XSEDE network already participate in NLR, few 
have 10Gbps connectivity. By using the NLR FrameNet infrastructure, sites can grow their connectivity 
as needed. By starting out with a shared 1 Gbps connection, capabilities can be evaluated and 
demonstrated. If warranted, additional capacity, either shared or dedicated, can be acquired to increase the 
site’s connection. XSEDE will offer workshops, training and consulting services for campuses seeking 
assistance with XSEDE network integration issues. It is essential that XSEDE work with campuses and 
Regional Optical Networks run by state and regional education and research organizations within the US 
to extend the capabilities to additional sites. 
C.2.2.2 Partner/Staffing Changes 
In addition to the existing XSEDE partners, SDSC, IU, NCAR and UChicago have been incorporated into 
Operations. Since it has been possible to leverage existing work within the XROADS team on server and 
backup operations center activities, there has been a slight reduction there. Also, the work within Inca and 
Virtual Machine hosting has been oriented more closely towards operations rather than development, with 
a slight concomitant decrease in personnel. 
C.2.3 User Services 
C.2.3.1 Background 
Our discussions with the XROADS team led us to identify additional opportunities for incorporating 
specific efforts to strengthen the User Services program. We worked with Craig Stewart of IU to 
incorporate XROADS staff into the XSEDE User Services program, resulting in an even more 
comprehensive program with the best available expertise. 
C.2.3.2 Programmatic Changes 
The User Services activities remain mostly unchanged from the XSEDE proposal, but two key elements 
are included from the XROADS team that enhance the User Services program of support: 
1. Knowledgebase: the Indiana University efforts for the TeraGrid Knowledgebase have proven 
increasingly useful based on access metrics, and will be incorporated into the XSEDE Online 
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Information Resources activity as a third area. The Knowledge Base will also be integrated into 
the XSEDE User Portal as well as available from the web site and the consulting system, and the 
User Engagement consulting area will identify tickets for which the content can become new 
Knowledge Base entries. 
2. User Survey: the XSEDE team was already planning to execute user surveys as part of its User 
Engagement activities, but will now leverage the experience of the IU team in preparing surveys 
that meet IRB approvals, and evaluating the results to achieve the maximum insight into 
improving XSEDE services and the user experience. 
We also note here that the user surveys and other community engagement activities—so crucial to proper 
governance of the project—can proceed in a more open fashion given that we are no longer in a 
competitive modes. We will also be able to engage many groups (e.g. the Coalition of Academic 
Supercomputing Centers (CASC)) since there are no longer the competitive conflicts that existed during 
the proposal development phases.  
C.2.3.3 Partner/Staffing Changes 
The addition of the IU Knowledgebase activity requires shifting 1.0 FTE of effort from other User 
Services activities and XSEDE partners to IU staff. This shift is achieved through a reduction in XSEDE 
partner efforts in User Engagement and Online Information Resources. 
The addition of IU to the user survey activity under User Engagement was achieved from a small shift 
(0.25 FTE) in User Engagement funding from TACC to IU. 
C.2.4 Project Office 
C.2.4.1 Background  
Discussions with NSF regarding elements of the XROADS proposal that would add impact to the XSEDE 
governance model included XROADS’ plans regarding stakeholder representation and involvement in the 
decision making processes. Discussions between the XSEDE PI (Towns) and XROADS PI (Moore) 
regarding these issues identified several ideas that have been incorporated into the organization and 
governance of the project moving forward. In addition, there are some structural changes to the 
organization due to significant changes in how activities in the area of Software Development and 
Integration will be managed and also with respect to how Advanced User Support Services (AUSS) 
activities will be managed. These changes provide a more inclusive model and a structure that better 
reflects the combined activities resulting from the integration of expertise brought into the project from 
the XROADS team. 
C.2.4.2 Programmatic Changes 
Changes fall into three primary categories: governance and stakeholder inclusion, Software Development 
and Integration organization, and AUSS organization. All of these changes are reflected in the modified 
organizational chart shown in Figure 2 and are described in the following subsections. 
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Figure 2: Revised XSEDE Organizational Chart 
 
C.2.4.2.1 Governance and Stakeholder Inclusion 
Several modifications to the XSEDE plan have been made to improve stakeholder involvement in the 
project and its planning and decision making processes. First and foremost, we have created the XSEDE 
Advisory Board (XAB) borrowing significantly from the SEA Board described in the XROADS proposal.  
The XAB recognizes the primacy of the user community in the XSEDE mission. Members of this 
committee will represent a range of communities and domains, both traditional and emerging. This board 
will assist with requirements gathering, prioritizing requirements and development efforts in the annual 
planning process, review and approve the annual report and plans to NSF, review performance of the 
senior management team, and recommend strategic directions. User community representatives are being 
considered (members of the XROADS SEA Board are candidates for this board). There will be 12 user 
representatives on the XAB. Completing the membership of this board will be XSEDE representatives 
(Roskies as the XAB Chair, Towns, Andrews, Boisseau and Wilkins-Diehr) and three representatives 
from the XD Service Providers Forum (self selected by the Forum).  
To accommodate these organizational changes, we have made changes to the set of XSEDE co-PIs and to 
the XSEDE Senior Management Team. The XSEDE PI (Towns) and co-PIs (Andrews, Boisseau, 
Roskies, and Wilkins-Diehr) hold ultimate authority and responsibility for successful program execution. 
Note that Wilkins-Diehr from the XROADS team has been added to the set of XSEDE co-PIs. The 
PI/Program Director will be responsible for day-to-day program management. The XSEDE Senior 
Management Team will be chaired by the Program Director, and will include the directors of XSEDE 
Operations (Andrews), Users Services (Boisseau), Advanced User Support-Projects (Roskies), Advanced 
User Support-Communities (Wilkins-Diehr), Education and Outreach (Lathrop), the Senior Project 
Manager (Boudwin), the Senior Systems Engineer (Brown), the Software Development and Integration 
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Lead (Wallnau), the Chair of the User Advisory Committee (TBD), and the Chair of the XD Service 
Providers Forum (TBD). The XSEDE Senior Management team will meet on a bi-weekly basis to assess 
project status, plans, and issues. This team is constituted from those responsible for the day-to-day 
operation of the project and is the highest level management body in the organization. In order to be 
responsive to both the user community and the set of SPs with whom we will collaborate, the chairs of the 
User Advisory Committee and the XD Service Providers Forum are members of this team. 
Finally, given the nature of the XAB, the original XSEDE Strategic Advisory Board has been subsumed 
into that activity.  
C.2.4.2.2 Software Development and Integration Organization 
The blending of architectural plans coming from the XSEDE and XROADS proposals has been the most 
challenging area of work. As is outlined in §C.2.1 and more fully described in §D, a more compelling 
overall plan has been developed. To manage these efforts, a new organizational structure was warranted. 
The Software Development and Integration team will consist of members from NCSA, NICS, PSC, 
SDSC, the Software Engineering Institute, TACC, UChicago, the FZJ UNICORE team, and the 
University of Virginia. The contributions of each member of the team are valuable, and all contributions 
are evaluated independent of original team member affiliation. The team will be divided into six 
functional areas: resource management, data services, security, networking, end-user interfaces, and 
integration services. Each area will have both a Software Development and Integration component and an 
operational or user services component. The Software Development and Integration team will be led by 
Kurt Wallnau along with deputy lead John-Paul Navarro, and be supported by a project manager. To 
integrate better with the systems engineering activities this will be placed organizationally within the 
Systems and Software Engineering area (previously called the Systems Engineering) under Janet Brown.  
The project will retain Andrew Grimshaw and Ian Foster to support architecture and design, from whom 
the project can benefit from their extensive knowledge and experience in architecting infrastructures such 
as XSEDE will develop, deploy and operate. They will form the Architecture and Design Team in the 
Project Office and be architects for the project. Recommendations for architectural changes from the 
architects, informed by the prioritized requirements derived from ongoing needs collection efforts, along 
with other change requests to the infrastructure design will then be vetted and assessed by the software 
engineering processes for consideration for addition to the design of the infrastructure. It will then be the 
responsibility of the technical lead of the Software Development and Integration team to implement the 
design. 
C.2.4.2.3 AUSS Organization 
As is described in the discussion regarding AUSS in §C.3.2, overall management of AUSS activities will 
be split between Ralph Roskies (now responsible primarily for AUSS Projects including Advanced 
Support for Research Teams and Advanced Support for Novel and Innovative Projects) and Nancy 
Wilkins-Diehr (now responsible primarily for AUSS Community including Advanced Support for 
Community Codes, including Gateways and Advanced Support for Training Education and Outreach 
Activities). Both will serve as members of the XSEDE Senior Management Team. 
C.3 Advanced User Support Service (AUSS) 
C.3.1 Background 
The XSEDE and XROADS AUSS leaders (Roskies and Wilkins-Diehr) discussed the outlines of each of 
the proposals, and particularly the strengths that were singled out by the review committee. It was found 
that the broad outlines of the proposals were quite similar although the language used to describe them 
may have been different. Two differences well reviewed were XSEDE’s emphasis on novel and 
innovative projects (with an opportunistic hiring model for expertise) and XROADS’ fellowship program. 
Upon discussion, and as described below, a modification of the fellowship program was seen to benefit 
the final program even more.  
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The expertise represented in the two proposals was then compared, both with respect to scientific 
disciplines, and with respect to technologies. There is some reduction of expertise in new areas that can 
perhaps be addressed as needed by the opportunistic, short term hiring model. The depth of expertise will 
also be diminished to meet the requirements. 
The resolution is the following: AUSS staff from XSEDE sites: 24 FTEs; AUSS staff from XROADS 
sites: 9 FTEs; open positions for opportunistic hiring: 4 FTEs; fellowship program: 2 FTEs, program 
manager: 1 FTE. 
NOTE: During Year 1 of the program only, support for opportunistic hiring will be reduced to 1.5 FTEs 
and support for the fellowship program will be reduced to 0.50 FTE in order to address needs in re-
planning particularly with respect to elements related to architecture. 
C.3.2 Programmatic Changes 
A new element being brought in from the original XROADS proposal is the fellowship program (see 
§C.3.2.1 for a slightly modified description of this original program), albeit in a modified form. The 
equivalent to 2 FTEs will be devoted to it. Rather than open this to individual researchers, we plan instead 
to focus this effort on campus champions, bringing them for extended residencies at AUSS sites for 
extensive training and immersion into the AUSS process. This way, the benefits of the training will have 
a greater chance of persisting in the program. 
What has been eliminated is the automatic assignment of an AUSS FTE to any existing or new service 
provider. (If a new service provider emerges with a unique technology for which expertise does not 
already exist in the program, this will be dealt with by the opportunistic hiring mentioned above.) In 
addition, one XSEDE partner with expertise in gateways will be dropped. That expertise is more than 
made up for by the new XROADS efforts being incorporated. 
Roskies was originally proposed as the XSEDE AUSS Director. That role will now be split between 
Roskies (now leading AUSS Projects and responsible primarily for Advanced Support for Research 
Teams and Advanced Support for Novel and Innovative Projects) and Wilkins-Diehr (now leading AUSS 
Communities responsible primarily for Advanced Support for Community Codes, including Gateways 
and Advanced Support for Training Education and Outreach Activities). Both will serve as members of 
the Senior Management Team. 
C.3.2.1 Updated XROADS CI Fellows program description 
There is a widely recognized need for an effective mechanism for disseminating the CI expertise resident 
in high-end application support staff out to the scientific community where it can take root. The CI 
Fellows Program will expand expertise at a campus level by sending 8 campus champions per summer to 
an AUSS site to work side-by-side with AUSS mentors on real world, high priority projects. Fellows will 
develop expertise that will enable them to teach training classes related to their newly acquired skills, and 
will present their experiences at a symposium before returning to their home institutions. There, working 
with the scientific communities using XD resources, they will serve as important conduits for 
collaboration and in-situ training for the community at large. Exit surveys will be used to continually 
improve the program. 
C.3.3 Partner/Staffing Changes 
Staff at a number of XROADS institutions will now be funded under the AUSS area. The institutions 
incorporated from the XROADS team are: SDSC, IU, NCAR, Purdue, and UChicago. As noted 
previously, the effort funded at these sites totals to 9 FTE. We have eliminated designated additional 
AUSS positions at XD and Track 2 sites. This reduces effort at XSEDE sites and XROADS sites. RENCI, 
the XSEDE partner will be dropped. The number of open positions for opportunistic hiring has been 
reduced from 9 to 4. 
The total budget will remain unchanged at $8M/year with the exception of Year 1 as noted above. 
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C.4 Training, Education and Outreach Service (TEOS) 
C.4.1 Background 
The XSEDE and XROADS TEOS leaders (Lathrop and Baxter) shared the strategies for both programs. 
They recognized that both teams had strong plans for community engagement and support that received 
very positive reviews. The activities have similar goals, including providing training to the computational 
science and engineering community, educating the future workforce, and broadening participation. It was 
also recognized that there are differences in the approaches to engaging the community. Subsequently, 
there were discussions with each of the XROADS PIs to explore the scope of their TEOS efforts in more 
detail to identify common and differentiating activities. These discussions were intended to identify 
activities that should be incorporated to better address the community needs and requirements. 
The revised plan engages talented personnel from the XROADS team, and incorporates the graduate 
education program proposed by XROADS. The revised plan also engages Richard Tapia’s team from 
Rice University to enhance institutional efforts to engage, prepare and retain significantly more under-
represented communities in computational science and engineering for long-term benefit to the nation. 
C.4.2 Programmatic Changes 
The TEOS effort will incorporate the graduate education work of Jim Demmel from the University of 
California, Berkeley. This work will complement the undergraduate curriculum development efforts, and 
directly benefit the XSEDE efforts to work with institutions to develop certificate and degree programs at 
the graduate level. 
The TEOS effort will add support for Open Science Grid (OSG) within the Campus Champions Program. 
The goal is to ensure that the Campus Champions are well informed about OSG resources and services 
and that they and their campus users are able to engage with OSG personnel to enhance their science and 
engineering research and education endeavors. 
The addition of Rice University, with the leadership of Richard Tapia, will engage under-represented 
faculty and students at majority serving and minority serving institutions to mentor and support students 
to retain them in the field. 
As might pragmatically be anticipated, the incorporation of XROADS staff and activities necessitated a 
reduction of XSEDE staff and efforts. As a result, the Student Program, with a significantly reduced 
scope and budget (approximately ¼ the original budget) will be supported by PSC (previously supported 
by the Krell Institute). The XSEDE Learning Environment (XLE) work that was to be performed by 
NCSA will be eliminated. In place of XLE, the XSEDE project will utilize the XSEDE User Portal and 
common collaboration tools to support community engagement and collaborations. The external 
evaluation level of effort will be reduced by 10%. XSEDE will eliminate the Learning and Workforce 
Development Audit and Insertion effort that was planned to assess external TEOS-type projects, but will 
continue to utilize on-going community input, the TEOS Advisory Group, and the external evaluations to 
improve TEOS offerings to address community needs and requirements.  
C.4.3 Partner/Staffing Changes 
The following institutions and staff from XROADS sites will be incorporated into XSEDE. 
UC_Berkeley: 
• Jim Demmel and his team will contribute to graduate education efforts complementing the 
undergraduate curriculum development efforts and benefiting efforts to work with institutions to 
develop certificate and degree programs at the graduate level. 
Purdue: 
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• Kay Hunt will continue to lead the Campus Champions effort pursuing the plans outlined in the 
XSEDE TEOS plans. Hunt has been with the Champions program from the outset and is 
recognized nationally as the leader. Her work is well respected by the XSEDE team and the 
community. 
• Kim Dillman will represent OSG through the Campus Champions Program. Dillman has been an 
active member of the Campus Champions and is highly respected for her technical skills and 
interpersonal skills with users. OSG specifically requested that she represent OSG. 
• Gary Bertoline will coordinate the Campus Bridging effort for XSEDE. Bertoline has been an 
active member of TeraGrid for many years, and has demonstrated excellent skills and knowledge 
among campus administrators for helping to enhance research at Purdue University. He is 
recognized nationally, and will be an excellent choice to make the Campus Bridging efforts 
successful. 
SDSC: 
• Diane Baxter and Ange Mason will be members of the TEOS team. Baxter will apply her 
leadership and coordination skills to help formulate, plan and deliver XSEDE outreach activities. 
Mason will apply her technical and coordination skills to be the curator of TEOS information, to 
help ensure TEOS materials and made available to the community. 
In addition, Rice University is added as a partner and will leverage Richard Tapia’s efforts in mentoring 
students to retain them in the field. 
The effort funded at these sites totals to 3.2 FTE. 
The following staff assignments will change within the XSEDE TEOS team: 
• Jim Ferguson (NICS) will assist Gary Bertoline with Campus Bridging 
• Edee Wiziecki (NCSA) will coordinate the external evaluation and the on-going community input 
activities 
• Steve Gordon (OSC) will be the education coordinator. 
As a result of the Student Program being supported by PSC, the Krell Institute will be eliminated as a 
TEOS partner from the original XSEDE TEOS plan.  
The TEOS budget will remain at $3M per year. 
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D XSEDE and XROADS Architectures:  
Transformative Innovation on a Solid Foundation 
 
D.1 Abstract 
NSF has made clear their desire that the best and most innovative features of both the XROADS and 
XSEDE architectures be incorporated in the ultimate XD architecture solution. Preliminary analysis 
suggests that while XROADS and XSEDE each developed differing architectural visions, in doing so 
each team focused on complementary areas of concern. Moreover both design teams produced 
commensurable architectural solutions: that is, the teams may have made different detailed design 
decisions, but they worked from a similar set of design questions. As a consequence, the top-level outline 
of an XD architecture that incorporates the best of both proposed architectures is reasonably clear, 
although significant work remains to work out various technical details during the first year.  
Key features of the resulting architecture are: 
4. XSEDE Enterprise Services (XES): those services and protocols that must be supported at core 
XD Service Provider2
5. Community Provided Services (CPS): other services and protocols that are made available (and 
potentially hosted) by XSEDE and by users of XSEDE. CPS may utilize XES. XD SPs may 
implement subsets of CPS as they choose. CPS may provide alternative mechanisms to services 
provided by XES, or support different interaction mechanisms, or have different goals and 
objectives than XES. What they have in common is that they are used by a community supported 
by XSEDE. CPS is where rapid innovation and experimentation can occur. CPS provides the 
flexibility required to meet community-specific needs, and to enable innovation and 
experimentation. 
 (SP) sites. XES is the foundation on which software developers and system 
administrators can depend. XES protocols and profiles may also be supported by other service 
providers (other (inter)national infrastructures, campuses, research groups) insofar as they require 
a guarantee of interoperability. XES does not define how these protocols or profiles must be 
supported, or what implementation must be used. XES benefits users by providing uniformity of 
interface across XD SPs, and benefits SPs by supporting diverse implementations. 
6. XSEDE User Access Services (XUAS): Significant components of the XROADS Services 
Platform, the Software-as-a-Service layer at the heart of the XROADS architecture, are 
incorporated as an integrated set of user-facing XSEDE access layer services (now called XSEDE 
User Access Services or XUAS). XUAS benefits users by providing an integrated view of both 
XD and non-XD resources, as well as higher-level user-facing services for such activities as 
managing data, tasks, and cloud infrastructure. 
The composition of each of these architectural elements will change over time as a consequence of 
changing requirements and as new technologies and techniques become available. The evolution of all 
elements of the architectural design, implementation and support specifically supported by XSEDE will 
be governed by the XSEDE systems engineering processes. Part of the great opportunity the architecture 
provides is for additional resources and services to be developed, deployed, integrated and supported by 
members of the community. An early activity with respect to XES will be to examine whether and how to 
extend XES to include support for RESTian style interactions in addition to the WS-I based interactions 
defined in the XSEDE proposal. 
In this section we describe the high-level structure of the extended architecture, and highlight the 
capabilities this architecture will provide to NSF and to existing and future computational science 
                                                     
2 Core XD Service Providers are NSF-funded XD Program awardees, e.g., IU, NCSA, NICS, PSC, Purdue, SDSC, 
TACC. 
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communities. We discuss first year activities to realize and evaluate the integrated architecture, and also 
areas of risk that attend this new architecture, and an engineering approach that will be taken to identify 
and mitigate these risks. 
D.2 Introduction 
In 2008 the NSF announced the TeraGrid Phase III: eXtreme Digital Resources for Science and 
Engineering (XD) program solicitation; in 2009 two submitting teams, XSEDE and XROADS, were each 
awarded a one year planning grant to, among other things, define their software architectures. In 2010 
NSF/OCI notified XSEDE that it intended to recommend an award to Illinois/NCSA with the XSEDE 
proposal as the primary awardee, subject to various provisos, one of which was that a revised architecture 
be developed that incorporates the best and most innovative features of both proposed architectures.  
Both the XROADS and XSEDE teams faced the fundamental and characteristic design tensions that 
characterize the most difficult challenges facing XD – how to satisfy simultaneously two competing 
design objectives, i.e., to provide a cyberinfrastructure (CI) that: 
1) accommodates continuous introduction of new technologies (computing, storage, networking, 
social media, etc.) to solve new problems, within the aggressive operational tempo of scientific 
discovery demanded of XD; and  
2) exhibits the engineering qualities required by scientists to meet their objectives, and required by 
NSF to ensure that the CI maintains these qualities with reasonable engineering effort—in a 
word, that it is sustainable. 
Both design teams produced architectural solutions that are largely commensurable in structure and detail. 
This is good news in the sense that both teams focused their expertise on complementary aspects of the 
challenge, using technologies that, while different in important respects (e.g., in the use of RESTian vs. 
Web Service interfaces), are both squarely rooted in Web and service-oriented architectures and 
technologies. The important elements of both architectures (e.g., the XSEDE emphasis on tightly 
managed core services and the XROADS emphasis on user-facing “software-as-a-service” capabilities 
and community-driven discovery) have been incorporated into a more capable design. 
D.3 The Best of XSEDE and XROADS Architectures 
In some important areas, the XSEDE and XROADS teams adopted similar approaches, e.g., resource 
virtualization via defined execution and data services. Other XROADS concepts, such as higher-level 
capabilities delivered as hosted, managed services (“software as a service”: SaaS), not emphasized in the 
XSEDE proposal, merit incorporation into the final XSEDE system. Key aspects of the revised plan 
include:  
• distinguish XSEDE Enterprise Services (XES) and Community Provided Services (CPS) with 
both being elements of the XSEDE architecture; 
• introduce a set of SaaS services based on the XROADS Services Platform, here renamed the 
XSEDE User Access Services (XUAS), for such functions as data and task management; 
• during the first year, develop a principled approach for introducing RESTian interfaces into XES; 
• define, and continuously assess, the composition of the XES portfolio, e.g., examine moving 
services from CPS to XES; and  
• restructure the architecture efforts of both teams into a Software Development and Integration 
Team which integrates members of XROADS and XSEDE architecture teams, governed by the 
XSEDE engineering processes, to incorporate the best of both architectural visions. 
D.3.1 Extended XSEDE
For the purpose of this discussion, both XROADS and XSEDE architectures (and therefore any hybrids) 
can be characterized in terms of a conventional three-layer Service Oriented Architecture (
 Architecture Sketch 
Figure 3).  
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The access layer provides a means for users to interact with the CI, whether via a custom application, a 
web portal or gateway, a set of APIs or CLIs, or integration into the local host operating system. The 
access layer is where we meet simplicity and ease-of-use objectives. Access layer components are 
implemented on top of the services layer. This is where the XSEDE User Access Services will be 
realized. Examples of access layer components include, but are not limited
The services layer comprises two sets of services: those in the XSEDE Enterprise Services (XES) 
portfolio that, to the extent technically feasible, must be supported by core XSEDE Service Providers and 
may be supported by other service providers such as campuses, research groups, or other organizations; 
and Community Provided Services (CPS) that may be supported at one or more XD Service Providers, as 
well as other locations. This distinction is indicated in Figure 1 using the blue and orange colors: blue (on 
the left of the figure) for XES services and orange (on the right) for CPS services. XES provides a set of 
well-known (and often standard) protocol specifications and profiles on which implementers of the access 
layer, and other services, can depend. CPS supports both the diversity of different services and 
capabilities required by the community, and enables experimentation. 
 to: XSEDE User Portal, 
SAGA libraries, Globus Online, Global Federated File System (GFFS), XSEDE Wide-Area File System 
(GPFS/Lustre-WAN), UNICORE 6 Eclipse and Shark plug-ins, and Genesis II GUI. 
Applications developed to run within the XSEDE environment may use any of the access layer 
mechanisms provided, or interact directly with services (both XES and CPS) using mechanisms 
appropriate for the particular service (e.g., HTTP, REST, WS-I, Java RMI).  
 
 
Figure 3. The revised XSEDE three-layer architecture. The oval and cloud figure on the left (in blue) 
indicate XSEDE Enterprise Services and XSEDE managed resources (XD Service Providers). 
The oval and cloud areas on the right (in orange) indicate community provided services and 
resources. Community provided services are not defined by the architecture – but are 
explicitly allowed and encouraged by the architecture. Applications may either interact with 
access layer components or interact directly with service layer components. XUAS SaaS 
capabilities are not shown here explicitly; they are access layer components, with access 
provided by both portals and APIs/CLIs. 
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XES will initially consist of the WS-I based services defined in the XSEDE proposal. Two important 
points need to be kept in mind:  
1. The composition of XES will change over time based upon stakeholder input and the engineering 
process. In particular, during Year 1 we will investigate how to incorporate a RESTian style 
interfaces.  
2. During the transition phase there will be many legacy services that will be continued and 
supported while the project determines whether to transition users off those services or to 
continue supporting them. The review process will utilize defined processes, working with 
stakeholders, the SPs and the architecture team. If a decision is made to transition users off of a 
service, a detailed transition plan with appropriate support for that transition will be developed 
and implemented. See Appendix 1 for an initial definition of XES and CPS. 
The resources or provisioning layer provides the physical or virtual resources and services that are 
being manipulated, whether they are computing systems, flat files, relational databases, instruments, 
services, or virtual organizations. Different vendors or implementers may provide different 
implementations of the grid services that map to their particular resources. It is important to note that the 
resource base may include funded service providers (e.g., XD Service Provider awardees) as well as 
campus, department, and individual resources (such as local file systems containing instrument data). 
D.3.2 Incorporating XROADS Components and Ideas 
The XROADS architecture consists of use enhancer services, access enhancer services, and the XROADS 
Services Platform. Below we examine each in turn and identify similarities with the XSEDE proposal, 
differences, and those features that are unique to XROADS that might warrant inclusion in XSEDE. 
D.3.2.1 Use Enhancer Services 
XROADS use enhancer services are consistent with services and capabilities defined in the XSEDE 
architecture.  
• Both proposals include deploying an XSEDE-wide parallel file system based on Lustre or GPFS.  
• Both proposals advocate adopting the recommendations of the TeraGrid Common User 
Environment (CUE) working group including CUEMS (common user environment management 
system), CUEVC (common user environment variable collection), CUBE (common user build 
environment), and CUED (common user environment documentation). 
D.3.2.2 Access Enhancer Protocols and Services 
XROADS access enhancer services and protocols are also consistent with the XSEDE architecture.  
• Both proposals include support for GridFTP as one of several data access and transport 
mechanisms. 
• Both proposals advocate the use of GLUE as an information model for grid entities. 
• Both proposals call for Globus GRAM at least during transition and as long as required for 
critical applications.  
• Both proposals describe support for JSDL/OGSA-BES as at least one mechanism for job 
management. XSEDE will readily accommodate Globus GRAM5 as another implementation both 
in its native interface and with the JSDL/OGSA-BES interfaces when ready. 
• Both proposals describe the operation of a CA and the provisioning of user identities including 
the leveraging of InCommon and Shibboleth. 
• Both proposals plan for the continued use of GSI-SSH and acknowledge that as the migration to 
InCommon/SAML occurs the change in security credentials may imply changes in GSI-SSH. 
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D.3.2.3 XSEDE User Access Services (XUAS) 
The XROADS architecture includes, as its XROADS Services Platform, the hosted services listed in 
Table 1. Such “software as a service” (SaaS) capabilities are not directly addressed in the XSEDE 
proposal. These services are access layer services in XSEDE parlance. They were introduced in 
XROADS to meet a range of user requirements, including: (a) simpler and higher-level user-facing 
capabilities, such as an integrating digital products registry; (b) integration of non-XD resources, via for 
example management of credentials from multiple sources and moving data between XD and non-XD 
resources; (c) a single point of contact for user support; and (d) one-stop shop web site for users who do 
not want to deal with sites directly or who work across multiple XD and non-XD sites.  
Figure 4 shows these capabilities at work and emphasizes a key principle underpinning XSP—and an 
important difference from TeraGrid—namely one-stop responsibility. XSP assumes that if a request 
fails, XSP operators are solely responsible for fixing it. Because XSP services are hosted, operators will 
know immediately if an operation 
(e.g., the data transfer of Figure 4) 
fails. Automated logic can try 
simple responses, such as retries, 
but if that fails, then operators will 
intervene to fix the problem, apply 
a workaround, or (worst case) 
notify the user. This approach 
represents a major departure 
from TeraGrid practice, in which 
users often navigate through 
multiple SPs in order to resolve 
problems. 
The extended XSEDE architecture 
will adapt XROADS Services 
Platform concepts to the XSEDE 
environment, creating the XSEDE 
User Access Services (XUAS). 
This adaptation is straightforward 
in principle but involves some 
challenges in practice. Some elements are straightforward to integrate. XD-Data and XD-Job can easily 
be adapted to use XES protocols to access XSEDE SP data and compute resources; as noted above, those 
protocols are similar and in some cases identical to the corresponding XROADS access protocols, XD-
User and XD-Team should be easily integrated, modulo some potential issues relating to how users and 
groups are handled in the XSEDE User Portal (XUP). XD-Registry should be easily integrated, modulo 
issues relating to how resources are published in XES. XD-Monitor is, initially at least, an encapsulation 
of the TeraGrid Inca service. 
XD-Cloud provides capabilities that are largely unaddressed in the XSEDE architecture. Based on 
experience with systems such as Nimbus, it is expected that they can be integrated relatively easily. 
However, effort is required to verify that integration with XSEDE security can be accomplished. 
Further investigation is required to determine how best to provide the online access to allocation and 
accounting information that is represented by XD-Allocation and XD-Accounting. One approach is to use 
the current TGCDB capabilities. 
Further investigation is also required to determine how best to provide XD-Network’s network 
acceleration functions. Both XSEDE and XROADS have similar thoughts in this space: for example, 
perfSONAR monitoring for performance analysis and bandwidth on demand. 
 
Figure 4:  XROADS architecture, showing a user (1) authenticating 
using campus credentials; (2) discovering data via XD-
Registry; and (3) requesting XD-Data to (4) move data 
to an SP. The user may also use XD-Job to manage 
workflow, XD-Team to share results, and XD-Hub to 
access training materials, communicate with XROADS 
support staff, and blog about the work.  
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One XROADS Services Platform component, XD-Hub, is to be subsumed by the XSEDE User Portal 
(XUP), which will be used as the basis for providing a single web interface to the user community and 
will be extended to incorporate XD-Hub capabilities. In most cases, this work will simply involve 
enabling these capabilities that exist in the LifeRay environment. In other cases, the capabilities have 
already been implemented under LifeRay in other instances and will be adopted. Should necessary 
capabilities be available only within the HUBzero environment, or should an analysis indicate strong 
technical or gateway developer benefit for a new capability in a HUBzero versus LifeRay environment, 
we will consider using HUBzero. This work will be done with the user web interface still presented via 
the XUP.  
Table 1: The software-as-a-service capabilities that constitute the XROADS Services Platform 
Service Capability 
XD-Registry Digital product registry 
XD-User User registry and profile management, issue management 
XD-Team Group membership management 
XD-Hub Integrating user interface; tools for collaboration, sharing, and user participation; 
training; knowledge/content management 
XD-Data Data movement, mirroring, replication, archiving; relational database storage 
XD-Job Run one or more jobs, or workflow 
XD-Cloud Request and use IaaS resources; manage VM images and appliances 
XD-Network Determine network state; reserve end-to-end bandwidth 
XD-Allocation Request and manage resource allocations 
XD-Accounting Track resource use 
XD-Monitor Monitor and report digital product status and historical data 
 
D.3.2.4 Campus Bridging 
As computational methods become increasingly central to the everyday scientific enterprise, the need to 
access distributed compute and data resources and interact with distant colleagues becomes more acute. 
This is recognized by the NSF Dear Colleague Letter: Cyberinfrastructure Framework for 21st Century 
Science and Engineering (CF21), by the inclusion of a task force on Campus Bridging within the NSF 
Advisory Committee for Cyberinfrastructure (ACCI), and more concretely within the XD solicitation. 
The XSEDE team embraces the NSF vision for a national cyberinfrastructure. XSEDE’s integrated, 
comprehensive suite of advanced digital services will federate not only with other high-end facilities but 
has particular support for federation with campus-based resources, serving as the foundation for a national 
cyberinfrastructure ecosystem. This includes user and community defined resources, such as: 
(1) data resources (e.g., files, directory trees, data access services, relational databases, instrument and 
sensor data streams and repositories, and community collections), 
(2) compute resources (e.g., clusters, clouds, servers, application gateways, desktops, queues, brokers, 
and virtual machine images),  
(3) security resources (e.g., credential and authorization services for access control, and Secure Token 
Services for group management), and 
(4) learning and workforce development resources for CIOs, VPs for research, researchers, faculty, 
students, and IT staff. 
These resources may be personal machines, databases, applications or resources located on campuses in 
department or centralized IT centers, or within research labs, or government, and academic settings.  
The mechanisms used to integrate campus resources will be the same as those used to integrate SP 
resources. The architecture is fully symmetric; services located at campuses and on researcher machines 
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are all first class, i.e., they are conceptually no different from resources located at SPs (though of course 
they may not be as powerful). This comes with the proviso that there are no mandated services and that 
interference with existing practice must be kept to an absolute minimum. Thus, campuses may install as 
much or as little XES and CPS as they wish. Further, they may choose to register and expose as many of 
their resources (including resources in neither the XES nor CPS such as special applications or datasets) 
through XD-Registry, XD-Job, XD-Data, and the global namespace as they desire. 
Discovering and accessing resources in the extended XSEDE-driven cyberinfrastructure from the campus 
may be done using a variety of mechanisms and paradigms depending on the needs and capabilities of the 
particular user. For many members of the current user community, directly logging into XSEDE resources 
will be the preferred route. For others, using web-based portals and gateways including XUAS makes the 
most sense. For others, API, CLI, GUI, and file systems mechanisms such as the Global Federated File 
System (GFFS) are most appropriate. Using APIs, GUIs, and CLIs users can access XSEDE resources 
directly from their desktop, for example using the UNICORE 6 Eclipse plug-in, the Genesis II grid-queue 
manager, or SAGA library calls from their own C/C++ or Java program. 
Two of the corner-stones of campus integration activities are: 
1) A global namespace that links resources of all types (file systems, relational databases, compute 
clusters, supercomputers, jobs, pipes, identities, groups, etc) and makes them accessible subject to 
access control. The power of the global namespace is exemplified by the Global Federated File 
System “GFFS” that enables campus researchers to easily share local data sets with colleagues 
around the world by linking file system directory trees on their personal or departmental 
resources into the global name space of the GFFS. They can manage their own access control to 
the shared data, creating and managing their own groups and virtual organizations that include 
both XSEDE managed identities and identities they manage. Once their data is linked, colleagues 
elsewhere, subject to access control, can read and write the data via the GFFS. The data will 
appear to be mounted in their local file system. No new tools or access paradigms need to be 
learned, and their existing applications and shell scripts will work on the shared data without any 
modification. Similarly, colleagues at different institutions will be able to create and manage 
access to their own compute resource pools. For example, a PBS queue on a cluster at institution 
A and an LSF cluster at institution B can be proxied and linked into the global namespace, a 
queue resource Q1 created and placed into the name space, and both clusters placed into the 
queue. Jobs submitted to Q1 would be load-balanced between the two resources. Similarly, Q1 
could, if the owners desired, be shared with other users at other institutions. 
2) The XSEDE User Access Services “XUAS” give campus researchers a familiar web browser 
based set of services to easily create, share, and move data; create and manage computation jobs 
and workflows; maintain personal profile and team/VO information; and discover and learn how 
to use digital products available in the XSEDE cyber-infrastructure, whether those are part of 
XES, CPS, or not, and regardless of whether they are offered by XSEDE or others in the extended 
XSEDE community. 
This strategy provides two options focused on lowering the barriers to collaborating across campuses and 
using grid resources. We will gather additional input from the community over the first year on what best 
meets the needs of diverse users. In the short term, and in particular immediately at the start of XSEDE, 
we will be able to support resource sharing (compute, storage and data) via the Genesis II implementation 
of the GFFS (requiring a minimal local software install). In addition, storage and data sharing will be 
supported by initial XUAS services.  As we move forward we will be developing the XUAS to allow 
campuses to share additional resources via the XUAS hosted services. As a novel area of interaction, the 
community will better understand how these capabilities operate as we work with them in this space. We 
will further solicit input to understand whether only one of these options needs to be supported longer 
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term, but it is clear at this point that XSEDE needs to begin working with the community and campuses in 
this area to better understand the issues.  
D.4 Approach 
This section provides details on specific aspects of the proposed approach.  
D.4.1 Regarding standards 
Among all of the decisions made by an architect, perhaps none are as fraught with strategic complexity as 
those pertaining to the choice of which (if any) “standards” to adopt in an architectural solution. Here the 
term is quoted to emphasize the many kinds of standards (sanctioned, industry, proprietary, de facto, 
open), of varying maturity (established, emerging, anticipatory, sunset); with varying notions of 
conformance (strict, independently verified, vendor-interpreted, allowable vendor-specific extensions), to 
name a few dimensions of variation. Sources of strategic complexity include the following: 
1) A standard represents an agreement by parties to limit their design and implementation freedom 
in certain essential respects; and therefore to limit business potential in some way to obtain 
potential in other ways. 
2) A choice of standard(s) represents a choice of ecosystem, thereby making certain institutional and 
technological combinations possible, while making others more difficult, or impossible. 
3) No ecosystem is described by just one standard, and more usually is characterized by a mixture of 
complementary and competing, overlapping and disjoint standards, with inevitable gaps. 
4) The standards we care about are living, evolving specifications, and therefore impose a 
continuing engineering cost to maintain (at least) currency and (at most) to shepherd the standard. 
The approach we take recognizes these complexities, but is guided by a few general principles: 
1) Smaller and more logically consistent standards profiles are easier to maintain and evolve than 
larger and more ad hoc profiles, but must be weighed against the cost of restricting possible 
institutional and technological combinations. 
2) Services that support or deliver critical enterprise services, or achieve critical business objectives, 
are most likely to benefit from the use of the most stable, mature, and well-defined standards. 
3) A standards portfolio for XD must continuously evolve, and the maintenance of this portfolio 
requires continuous attention and stakeholder involvement. 
4) XD includes a core set of Service Providers over which XD has a high degree of control, but also 
aspires to integrate numerous other resources (e.g., campuses) over which it has less (and often, 
no) control. Different degrees of rigor in imposing standards, and indeed different standards, may 
be appropriate in these different situations.  
In short, both architecture teams are aware that all standards are means to ends, and that no standards 
adoption strategy can succeed without a clear articulation of these ends. 
D.4.2 XSEDE Analysis and Design Process 
A significant challenge faced by XSEDE is to deliver a CI that is robust even as it evolves to include 
novel technologies.  
Explicitly defined and managed engineering processes play an important role in defining, implementing, 
and sustaining the XSEDE architecture. One goal of XSEDE engineering processes is to make 
engineering decision-making transparent and repeatable, so that the impact of architecture and 
engineering decisions is understood by architects and engineers, and so that the rationale for these 
decisions is clear to XSEDE stakeholders. To illustrate the point, Figure 43 excerpts two graphics from 
the XSEDE System Engineering Management Plan (XSEMP) that touch on how requirements are defined 
(left), and the central role of requirements in managing the overall engineering effort. It is important to 
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note that using such processes incurs immediate cost and effort, but benefits are obtained only later, 
through avoidance of costly rework or potential user disruption. 
 
Figure 5: Managed Requirements Baseline. The graphic on the left depicts the central role of the User 
Requirement Evaluation and Prioritization (UREP) working group in approving changes to the 
XSEDE requirements baseline. The membership of the UREP includes representatives from 
across the XSEDE enterprise as well as designated XSEDE users. The graphic on the right 
depicts (via an entity-relationship diagram) the central role of requirements in establishing 
traceability from user needs to services, software, quality control, and deployment. 
The process fragments shown in Figure 5 govern engineering activities at the macro level. However, the 
XSEMP also defines processes that are used for specific purposes, of which the most important for the 
current discussion concern architecture evaluation. For this purpose XSEDE has adopted (and adapted) 
the Architecture Tradeoff and Analysis Method (ATAM) process abstracted in Figure 6.  
 
 
Figure 6: ATAM for Architecture Reviews. The XSEDE Architecture is periodically subjected to rigorous, 
facilitated stakeholder-driven evaluation. Stakeholders define scenarios that are keyed to specific 
quality requirements (e.g., performance, reliability, usability); XSEDE Architects demonstrate 
(though analysis, simulation, or walkthrough) how the architecture (or a conformant 
implementation) satisfies these quality requirements.  
The particulars of the ATAM process are less important to the current discussion than the principles 
embodied by the process: 
• The XSEDE Architecture is itself managed as a formal artifact of engineering, and it is therefore 
susceptible to independent technical review, quality control, and standards of documentation. 
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• Criteria for architecture evaluation are grounded substantially in concrete and observable qualities 
(performance measures, security invariants, etc.) other than functional capabilities. 
• The XSEDE Architecture is (or will be) distinct from its implementation, but will rather serve as 
a blueprint for the XSEDE implementation. 
These principles represent a significant change in current TeraGrid community practice, and a significant 
step towards a more robust XSEDE community engineering practice. Nonetheless, it is important to note 
that significant effort is often required to introduce even minor changes to established practices.  
The effort to combine the best features of the XROADS and XSEDE architecture is a case in point. While 
both teams diligently executed their respective engineering processes during the planning phase, the 
formal engineering processes used by each were “relaxed” to permit rapid convergence towards the 
architectural solution described here. This requires, however, time and effort to allow the “processes” to 
catch up to “events” in various ways: 
• A new requirements baseline must be established that reflects the architecturally significant 
requirements of both XROADS and XSEDE architectures. 
• A consolidated architecture specification must be defined that can stand alone, and distinct from, 
its implementation. 
• The consolidated architecture must be evaluated by a more representative sample of stakeholders 
than previously possible, with resulting augmented requirements baseline. 
Strict adherence to XSEDE processes would suggest that all details about the revised XSEDE architecture 
described here should be regarded as “tentative.” Substantial pre-award effort is required to consolidate 
the rapid progress achieved by the newly-constituted architecture and implementation teams.  
D.4.3 XSEDE Software Development and Integration Team 
The architecture and development team will consist of members from NCSA, NICS, PSC, SDSC, the 
Software Engineering Institute, TACC, UChicago, the FZJ UNICORE team, and the University of 
Virginia. The team will be divided into six functional areas: resource management, data services, security, 
networking, end-user interfaces, and integration services. Each area will have both an architecture and 
development component and an operational component.  
D.4.4 Year 1 XSEDE Extended Architecture Activities 
There is a great deal of alignment between the two proposals at the services layer. Both address the 
basics—compute, data, security—in similar ways. Similarly both teams distinguished between core 
services and capabilities that XSEDE SPs are required to support (called “XD compatible protocols” in 
XROADS), and diverse other services that are not required but may fill a critical need (called the “artful 
mixture” in XSEDE). The difference is largely one of the details of the low-level interaction mechanism. 
XSEDE uses Web Services (XML/SOAP over HTTP(S) and WSDL defined interfaces) with associated 
addressing, security, and reflection properties. XROADS emphasizes a RESTian style (PUT, GET, 
POST, CREATE, DELETE) with URIs for addressing. There are merits to both approaches. 
XES initially consists of primarily Web Services defined protocols and profiles that were developed via 
an open standards process. As a result there is interoperable implementation diversity of many XES 
elements on Day 1. Further, many XES protocols and standards have been embraced by other 
infrastructures the world over, providing opportunities for interoperation from Day 1.  
That said, XES is not static and must evolve and accommodate change. Therefore the architecture team 
will begin immediately to examine a RESTian style profile that adequately covers features already present 
in the WS specification and profile set (including the fault models), including, but not limited to: WS-I, 
WS-II Basic Security Profile, WSRF, WS-Notification, WS-Security*, WS-Trust, WS-Addressing, 
WSDL, and WS-Naming. These specifications are the minimum set necessary to capture the basic 
requirements for secure, flexible reflection and communication. The purpose is to examine how the 
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architecture might accommodate both RESTian and WS-based services. The output of this effort will then 
be used to determine how existing WS interfaces might be profiled using a RESTian style. 
In addition, to ensure that XROADS-defined services are incorporated into XSEDE and that XSEDE 
services are available to non-XSEDE users who use Globus tools such as Globus Online, and other tools 
such as Condor-G and Swift, we will develop a Globus GRAM API wrapper/translator that converts 
Globus GRAM calls to OGSA-BES/JSDL. 
We will also take steps towards deploying the SaaS access layer capabilities that form the XUAS. We will 
work to ensure that Globus Online job and data management services can talk to resources that speak 
OGSA-BES/JSDL, RNS, and ByteIO. We will also work to address the need for information and registry 
services, a need recognized by both teams. Effort areas include information models to describe diverse 
XD resources, services, and digital products (e.g., GLUE2); discovery and query mechanism 
(XPATH/XQUERY) so that users and software can use registered information; and finally how the 
information is actually collected, filtered, and managed. The feasibility of leveraging industry work in the 
AMQP messaging standard as a means of meeting publish/subscribe requirements will be investigated. 
The necessity of making a firm, evidence-based decision regarding the technology for the XSEDE Wide 
File System (XWFS3
Finally, both teams identified federating with InCommon as a critical component of campus bridging and 
engaging new communities. The architecture team and other interested parties will work on profiling 
InCommon/SAML into the XSEDE security architecture and providing support in both Web Services and 
a RESTian style. For maximum impact, this work will occur via an open process such as in the Open Grid 
Forum. 
) within the first year is recognized by both XROADS and XSEDE. To facilitate this 
decision-making process, we will utilize two currently deployed wide-area file systems, the Albedo 
Lustre-based file system and SDSC’s GPFS-WAN file system. Additional architecture effort at SDSC 
will provide a basis for evaluation of GPFS-WAN in a specifically multi-resource, geographically 
distributed usage modality, comparable to that planned for the Albedo file system and the eventual 
XWFS. The experience gained in year one with both Lustre and GPFS will be used within the context of 
the Systems Engineering Management Plan to make a decision on the use of either GPFS or Lustre as a 
long-term solution for the XWFS. Efforts after year one will thus focus on migration of data and users to 
a single XWFS using the selected technology. 
Concurrent with these activities we will engage the XSEDE Systems Engineering Management Plan, 
specifically the baseline configuration change control process, to examine the outputs of the above tasks 
and to plan for how to proceed in the out years. For example, should RESTian interfaces be developed? 
Should the security profiles defined in Year 1 be developed into code and deployed? If so, then how? 
Should the registry be brought into production status? If so, then by whom, on what timeline, and how 
should it be accessed by end users? 
D.4.5 XSEDE User Access Services  
As discussed in §D.3.2.3, the extended XSEDE architecture will adapt XROADS Services Platform 
concepts to the XSEDE environment, creating the XSEDE User Access Services (XUAS). We summarize 
here the key XUAS elements, and how these elements speak to important user requirements. 
D.4.5.1 XUAS overview 
XUAS is a set of robust, user-facing, integrating services for XD users. These services will take 
successful elements of TeraGrid—the integrating authentication, information, and monitoring services—
and expand both (a) their reach, to encompass any CI resource, not only resources operated by XD SPs, 
and (b) their capabilities, to encompass a wider range of user requirements. Together they will provide a 
                                                     
3 The XWFS is one of four file system layers in XSEDE: local-to-machine, site wide, XSEDE wide, and the GFFS. 
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comprehensive view and single contact point for all CI resources that users need to achieve science and 
education goals. 
A first set of XUAS services enhance the user CI experience: 
• XD-Registry and Digital Product Advisor enables registration and exploration of a broad 
spectrum of computing, storage, data, software, tutorial, and other digital resources. These 
services leverage and extend the successful TeraGrid Integrated Information Service. 
• XD-User provides for user registration and profile management, recording user credentials, 
preferences, resource configurations (e.g., connections to campus resources), and support issues. 
Its implementation builds on technologies such as CILogon. 
• XD-Team provides group management functions, enabling the rapid creation and configuration 
of groups with collaboration capabilities. Its implementation leverages Internet2 Grouper. 
• XD-Monitor validates and verifies a broad spectrum of computing, storage, data, software, and 
other digital products providing users and operations with quantitative and qualitative information 
on the current and historical availability information. 
A second set provide support for important CI activities. 
• XD-Data provides for data movement, publication, discovery, replication, mirroring, and 
archiving. Its implementation builds on technologies such as GridFTP and the Indiana U. Data 
Capacitor, two widely used approaches to wide area data movement. 
• XD-Job provides for computation management, including single tasks, ensemble computations, 
and workflows. Its implementation builds on the widely used Condor system and will leverage 
standardized SP capabilities for remote job submission. 
• XD-Cloud provides capabilities to facilitate access to commercial and research cloud systems, 
including gateways and virtual machine image preparation (“contextualization”) support. Its 
implementation builds on technologies developed within the Nimbus project. 
Other components—XD-Accounting, XD-Allocations, and XD-Network will be integrated later in the 
project as resources permit. 
XUAS services will be hosted and operated by XSEDE using modern software-as-a-service (SaaS) 
methods. These services constitute, in effect, an additional XD facility—but one that does not involve a 
substantial physical resource. Its implementation leverages technologies and experiences from a range of 
CI efforts, in particular Globus Online services, but also including systems such as CILogon, Condor, 
Grouper, and Globus. 
D.4.5.2 How XUAS meets an expansive set of user requirements 
The NSF community of scholars, educators, and students requires access to a large and diverse set of CI 
resources. The overall challenges in coordinating across dimensions of scale, scope, and diversity are 
recognized by the NSF Cyberinfrastructure Framework for 21st century discovery (CF21). A recurrent 
theme in both XSEDE and XROADS requirements analyses is that success in science and education 
requires the ability to access many different types of resources in an integrated manner. These 
resources will come from many sources, including NSF-funded resource providers, federation with other 
CI programs, campus partners, and commercial entities. These requirements also underpin NSF’s 
expansive vision for CF21:  
“CF21 will consist of geographically distributed locally-available cyberinfrastructure, advanced 
computing resources found at larger centers, software environments, advanced networks and 
data storage capabilities in the US and other nations. This framework needs to address a wide 
range of needs and requirements beyond physical resources including expertise and know-how, 
access, policy, virtual communities and collaboration. These resources will be integrated, 
interoperable and comprehensive, so that individual researchers, teams, and multiple 
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communities can more easily work together, bringing collaborative data- and compute-intensive 
methods to bear on the complex problems under investigation. Such an integrated 
cyberinfrastructure will also generate important economies of scale by leveraging closely related 
activities.” 
XES and XUAS combine to address these requirements on a national scale. XES provides the essential 
glue that integrates core XD resources. XUAS compliments this with a focus on enabling a broad 
spectrum of users to access a wide range of CI resources. We explain briefly here how XUAS speaks to 
important requirements  
Widen the user base. Gerhard Klimeck observes, based on nanoHUB experiences: “for every order of 
magnitude reduction in response time, you get an order of magnitude increase in users.” Our integrating 
services simplify resource access, while XD-Cloud reduces time to execution by providing on-demand 
access to computing, respectively. All contribute to reducing “time to science.” 
Provide a mechanism for a user to attach a local compute or storage resource, that satisfies a defined 
protocol standard, to the common user environment so that the user can exploit it from the common user 
environment as if it were an XD resource. This capability is addressed by XUAS services, which indeed 
will enable integration—even if, in fact, the resource does not satisfy a defined protocol standard. XD-
Data and XD-Job, in particular, will allow users to register a specific resource as a preferred provider in 
their profile. That resource may implement standard XES access protocols (e.g., BES-JSDL, GridFTP) or 
compatible CPS protocols (e.g., GRAM5, WebDAV, SCP). In both of these cases access is easily 
achieved. If not, then the user may also start an XSEDE-supplied lightweight integration agent to provide 
a user-specific interface to the resources they wish to integrate. 
Example: BigU wants to allow faculty computations to move seamlessly among desktops, a campus 
cluster, XD SPs, and commercial cloud providers. BigU sys admins follow an XSEDE-supplied tutorial to 
create a BigU space in the XUAS job management platform and to configure which users can use which 
resources. XSEDE online technical support addresses some technical difficulties, and within a week BigU 
has expanded the computational resources accessible to its faculty by a factor of 100.  
D.5 Risks  
The XSEDE proposal includes a comprehensive risk analysis and risk management plan. The following 
are additional risks associated with the integration of architectural approaches. 
Increased demand on XSEDE processes and staff. Incorporating the XSEDE and XROADS architectures 
into a final plan has consequences beyond various technical systems; it also has significant potential 
consequences for the practice of computational science. This may lead to significantly different levels and 
kinds of demand on XSEDE than could have been anticipated during the planning phase. For example, 
XES and CPS have the potential to generate substantial community interest in and contributions to 
XSEDE (a good thing). However, this greater interest could well lead to greater demands on architecture, 
development, engineering, and support than were anticipated during its planning phase. These increased 
loads will be monitored and, if they seem likely to become problematic, strategies developed to address 
them.  
The combined architecture team fails to reach convergence on XES refinements. While this risk is real 
(there are real differences of opinion among participants) we do not see it as substantial: all team 
members are pragmatists, and most have considerable experience working together productively in Open 
Grid Forum and other settings. In addition, the systems engineering processes, particularly the 
Architectural Trade-off Analysis Method, are specifically geared to address such problems. Our project 
plan for Year 1 includes explicit work in this area, with the goal of resolving differences quickly. In the 
event that progress bogs down, the XSEDE PI will play an arbitrating role. 
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There are insufficient resources to do justice to the revised vision, and thus we fail to realize its full 
promise. This risk is substantial. While we have emphasized the degree of commonality between the 
XSEDE and XROADS architectures, they each include unique ideas. By incorporating the best of both, 
we inevitably increase the scope of the effort. The allocation of additional resources by NSF is essential to 
the reduction of this risk. 
Integration of XUAS and XSEDE User Portal components proves more difficult than anticipated. There 
are potentially tricky issues to resolve regarding the distribution/integration of functionality between these 
two systems. We do not expect these issues to be unresolvable, but again we have proposed work during 
Year 1 aimed specifically at addressing these issues. 
D.6 XES, XUAS, and CPS composition in Year 1 
Earlier we distinguished between protocols and profiles that are elements of the XSEDE Enterprise 
Services (XES); the higher-level SaaS capabilities that are the XUAS; and other protocols, profiles, and 
interaction mechanisms known as Community Provided Services (CPS) that are relevant to XSEDE. In 
this appendix we describe the initial makeup of XES, XUAS, and CPS. 
Recall that XES consists of protocols and profiles that, to the extent it is technically feasible, must be 
provided by XSEDE Service Providers in order to be compliant. They are the least common denominator 
that both higher-level applications (user applications, gateways, portals, etc.) and other service layer 
components may assume exist at all SP sites. Non-XSEDE resource owners may also support XES in 
order to fully integrate with XSEDE. We refer to service providers other than the core XD XPs that 
choose to support XES as XSEDE family members.  
XES is initially defined by the services described in the service layer description of the XSEDE 
architecture document. Its makeup is expected to change over time with protocols, profiles, and 
interaction mechanisms being added and removed. Both additions and removals will be carefully 
considered and managed via the process defined in the SEMP. 
XSEDE does not define how XES elements are realized at any particular site. They may be implemented 
using home-grown code, open source implementations, or commercial implementations. The only 
requirement is that the implementation must pass both an interoperation compliance test and meet 
minimum performance, reliability, and availability criteria that will be determined via the XSEDE 
engineering process. Note that compliance testing will test both interface specification interoperation and 
profile interoperation. How sites choose an implementation is out of scope. It is expected that attributes 
such as performance, cost, manageability, reliability, relationship with vendor, etc., will all play a role. 
Community Provided Services (CPS) on the other hand do not have XSEDE-defined compliance tests, 
nor is it a requirement that they do, though they may have community defined compliance tests. Further, 
XD Service Providers are not required to support them. That said we recognize that there are many CPS 
capabilities that are, and will be, widely supported within XSEDE. 
In the following discussion we categorize services as follows: 
• XES defined on Day 1: The members of XES on Day 1. Here there are two subcategories: 
o XES deployed on Day 1: The subset of XES that is expected to be deployed on Day 1. 
o XES deployable on Day 1: The services that should begin to be deployed at XSEDE 
service provider sites on Day 1. We do not expect them all to be operational on Day 1 
(see SEMP).  
• XUAS defined on Day 1: The members of XUAS on Day 1. Here also there are two 
subcategories: 
o XUAS deployed on Day 1: The subset of XUAS that is expected to be deployed on Day 1. 
o XUAS deployable on Day 1: The subset of XUAS that will be deployed during Year 1. 
• CPS defined on Day 1: The members of CPS in Day 1. Here again there are two subcategories: 
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o CPS deployed on Day 1: The subset of CPS that is expected to be deployed on Day 1. 
Many elements of this will be legacy TeraGrid services carried forward into XSEDE. 
Examples are Globus GRAM 4/5, Globus Integrated Information Service, MyProxy.  
o CPS deployable on Day 1: The services that should begin to be deployed at XD Service 
Provider sites on Day 1. We do not expect them all to be operational on Day 1. 
• CPS evaluation: These are CPS protocols/services and mechanisms that are candidates for 
inclusion into XES based upon process-guided decisions. 
D.6.1 XES Defined on Day 1 
XWFS – there are at least two XSEDE wide file systems currently in use, GPFS and Lustre-WAN. 
During Year 1 an evaluation will be performed based upon mutually agreed upon criteria such as cost, 
performance, and availability. This will allow a decision to be made as to which technology will be 
supported in production services in Year 2 and beyond. 
WS-I based services: 
• WS-I base components: WSI-BSP, WS-Addressing, WS-RF, OGSA-WSRF BP, WSDL, WS-
Notification, WS-Security, WS-Trust, WS-Security Policy, SAML 
• Data: GridFTP, RNS, OGSA-ByteIO, SCP, HTTP, sFTP, WS-DAI (this is open to discussion) 
• Compute: JSDL, JSDL extensions (Posix, Parallel, parameter sweep), OGSA-BES, HPC Base 
Profile, HPC File Staging Extensions 
Other: AMIE for accounting, Usage Record standard, SSH, MyProxy, GSI-SSH, HPN-SSH, scp and sftp  
D.6.1.1 XES Deployed on Day 1 
XWFS – GPFS-WAN and Albedo Lustre-WAN.  
WS-I based services: 
• WS-I base components: WSI-BSP, WS-Addressing, WS-RF, OGSA-WSRF BP, WSDL, WS-
Notification, WS-Security, WS-Trust, WS-Security Policy, SAML 
• Data: GridFTP, RNS, OGSA-ByteIO, SCP, HTTP, sFTP,  
• Compute: JSDL, JSDL extensions (Posix, Parallel, parameter sweep), OGSA-BES, HPC Base 
Profile, HPC File Staging Extensions 
Other: AMIE for accounting, SSH, GSI-SSH, HPN-SSH, scp, sftp, MyProxy 
D.6.1.2 XES Deployable on Day 1 
UNICORE 6: WS-I services, Data: GridFTP, OGSA-ByteIO, SRM, SCP, FTP, sFTP, HTTP, (RNS 
possible), JSDL, JSDL extensions (Posix, Parallel), OGSA-BES, HPC Base Profile, HPC File Staging 
Extensions 
Genesis II: WS-I services, Data: RNS, OGSA-ByteIO, SCP, HTTP:, FTP, sFTP, JSDL, JSDL extensions 
(Posix, Parallel, parameter sweep), OGSA-BES, HPC Base Profile, HPC File Staging Extensions, OGSA-
BES on Cloud (currently on Eucalyptus, Nimbus, or Amazon EC2) 
Globus: GridFTP 
IBM: GPFS 
Lustre-WAN 
D.6.2 XUAS defined on Day 1 
XD-Data, XD-Job, XD-User, and XD-Team capabilities will be provided via Globus Online. 
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XD-Registry and XD-Monitor will be deployed, initially based on the TeraGrid information service and 
Inca, respectively. 
Other XUAS capabilities will be evaluated during Year 1, with a view to developing firm plans for Year 
2. 
D.6.2.1 XUAS deployed on Day 1 
• XD-User 
• XD-Team 
• XD-Data 
• XD-Registry—which is, initially, an encapsulation of the TeraGrid Information service 
• XD-Monitor—which is, initially, an encapsulation of the TeraGrid Inca service 
D.6.2.2 XUAS deployable on Day 1 
• XD-Job 
• XD-Data enhancements 
During Year 1, plans for XD-Network, XD-Allocation, and XD-Accounting will be evaluated. 
D.6.3 CPS Defined on Day 1 
CPS is by definition open-ended, with its composition driven by user demand rather than a need to 
interoperate with other XPS or XES components. We list here a set of services and tools that we expect to 
see deployed within Year 1. This list is illustrative and not complete. If there is a service or software tool 
in widespread use it will not be eliminated simply because it does not appear on this list. The point is that 
the CPS consists of a diverse set of tools and components that may or may not interoperate with each 
other or XES. 
D.6.3.1 CPS Deployed on Day 1 
Globus tools 
• Globus C and Java clients for GRAM, GridFTP, etc. 
• GRAM 2/4/5 services  
• Condor-G client for job submission and DAG execution 
• TeraGrid meta-scheduler 
Genesis II tools 
• Client CLI/API/UI/GUI – including JSDL generator 
• Group/identity management tool 
• Queue/meta-scheduler 
• DAGMAN execution, Condor translator 
• Data export tool – for directories, zip files, etc. 
• FUSE file system driver 
UNICORE 6 tools 
• Client CLI/API/UI/GUI 
• Shark workflow engine 
• Eclipse plug-in 
INCA/NAGIOS in support of the XD-Monitor monitoring solution. 
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D.6.3.2 CPS deployable on Day 1 
GFFS client: Genesis II FUSE file system driver 
Nimbus as a basis for management of, and client access to, campus cloud systems 
Others: iRODS, SAGA, SRM 
D.6.4 CPS Evaluation for XES  
Registry services: Globus IIS, UNICORE 6 registry, AMQP 
Application deployment services 
REST profile evaluation. This work consists of at least two items: 1) determining how to profile for 
REST style features that are both already defined in WS-I and useful, e.g., WS-Addressing (metadata in 
particular), WS-I Basic Security Profile, context data in SOAP headers, etc., and, 2) what existing 
protocols and profiles, e.g., OGSA-BES might look like with a RESTian profile. Note that the OGSA 
group explicitly allowed other non-WSRF bindings. 
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E XSEDE Data Management Plan 
The most important initial task in developing a data management plan is the definition of the scope and 
nature of data to be subject to management; this is particularly so in the case of a large-scale 
cyberinfrastructure project like XSEDE. For this purpose, we define two types of data produced by 
XSEDE: primary data products are the records of users, resources, and usage stored in accounting and 
allocations databases, information services, monitoring services, and log files, while secondary data 
products are the documentation of the project in the form of reports, documentation, publications written 
by project staff and records of projects governance actions (e.g., meeting agendas and decisions, advisory 
meeting reports, etc.). An additional type of data, here considered as a primary data product, is 
represented by software developed by XSEDE staff. We recognize the value of all of these data products, 
but believe the potential for long-term research interest to be greatest for the primary data products of 
XSEDE. 
Note that we do not address the issue of user data stored on XSEDE resources in this document; while 
XSEDE will provide facilities to assist in the execution of those data management plans, and it is 
expected that XSEDE resources will be used for data management by a number of projects and users, 
discussion of user-level data management plans is outside the scope of this document. 
E.1 Primary Data Products 
Primary data products of XSEDE will include: records of all users requesting allocations on XSEDE 
resources, along with records of the allocations granted and the usage of those allocations; records of 
resource usage, including specific users, job names and characteristics (including software used), and the 
projects associated with each task; records of resources and services registered using the XSEDE 
information services, including in some cases availability information for specific resources and services; 
and records of historical monitoring results. Additional primary data of particular importance are the user 
needs and requirements data gathered in the course of XSEDE development, including regular user 
surveys. Note that since user data may include personal information, access to some of this data must be 
restricted. Finally, there are software artifacts created by XSEDE staff, which may be either alterations to 
existing code such as Genesis II or XSEDE-specific code such as that created for the user portal. Software 
may present special challenges which we discuss below. 
XSEDE recognizes the potential value of these data for research both now and over the long-term, and is 
committed to preserving and making available this data for use in research. Since most primary data 
products resulting from the allocations and accounting framework are also critical to the normal 
functioning of the TeraGrid and XSEDE, all recording of resource and usage information is currently 
accomplished in the TeraGrid through replicated databases, with at least two full copies of all data 
maintained at all times, and additional backups taken on a weekly basis, ensuring the preservation of both 
the data and the services that depend on it. These procedures will be continued in XSEDE. Further, 
XSEDE plans to build on the existing software infrastructure and user database in the future, while 
preserving all existing data from the TeraGrid effort. The XSEDE infrastructure itself includes facilities 
to support preservation of data, such as metadata, replication and other data management infrastructure, 
and this infrastructure will be used within the project itself to provide a high-reliability storage layer for 
this primary data.  
Providing access to the primary usage data produced by XSEDE is dependent on implementing 
appropriate access controls to ensure privacy for personal information while also making non-personal 
information as widely available as possible. Previous efforts in the course of the TeraGrid project have 
made summary reporting on allocations and resource usage available, and the Technology Audit Service 
for XSEDE has also provided new tools for examining usage and other information on TeraGrid 
operations, using simple web interfaces for querying past usage data. Future efforts in XSEDE will focus 
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on cooperation with the Audit Service team to expand the range of data that are available via these web 
interfaces, and to provide tools enabling the use of XSEDE primary data in research settings. 
A crucial part of the XSEDE engineering and development process involves the gathering of user needs 
and requirements information, largely through the use of user surveys. User surveys will be performed 
through Indiana University under the guidance of an Institutional Review Board (IRB), and 
anonymized/de-identified versions of the raw user survey data will be made available if possible, subject 
to IRB approval. Derived data on user needs, which will form the inputs to the ongoing systems 
engineering and management process, will be made openly accessible as it is generated based on user 
surveys and other requirements-gathering processes. This approach will ensure the transparency of 
XSEDE engineering practice as well as providing an important window into user perceptions of 
cyberinfrastructure.  
Software products to be generated by XSEDE will be diverse enough to require a range of data 
management strategies. The simplest form of software product developed by XSEDE staff will be 
improvements or alterations to existing open source toolkits such as UNICORE or Globus; for these 
situations patches will be submitted to the software maintainers, and XSEDE will make no further effort 
to maintain separate patches or code trees, as is the accepted practice for open source development 
projects. For purpose-built software developed by XSEDE for XSEDE staff or users, such as web portal 
code, software deployment scripts, and other XSEDE-specific software products, the existing TeraGrid 
software repository will be maintained and integrated into other XSEDE web interfaces to data and 
software. Software developed by XSEDE with potential for reuse will be made available for others to 
download and will be registered in the XD TIS Technology Evaluation Database (XTED)4
E.2 Secondary Data Products and Related Projects 
. Other 
products such as code developed for the web portal may not have significant potential for reuse and as 
such may not be made available in source form. If interest is shown in such software products, however, 
these decisions may be revisited, and in all respects XSEDE will attempt to provide open access to 
software code and all other data generated by the project.  
In addition to the primary documentation of user activity in XSEDE, there are a number of secondary data 
products with potential value. These include documentation of project activities such as quarterly and 
annual reports, publications written by project staff describing XSEDE activities or infrastructure, 
planning documents and even source code developed for portals and other interfaces. Thus further 
includes records of meetings agendas and decisions and reports of advisory meetings. This information 
will be available, as it has been under the TeraGrid, via the project web presence via the User Portal 
including publicly accessible project wiki pages.  Finally, there will be documents and data jointly created 
by the XSEDE project team and the Technology Audit and Insertion Service teams. Since most of these 
latter data are generated explicitly for outside entities, in most cases XSEDE cannot be viewed as the 
proprietor of the data in question. However, we recognize the potential value of these secondary data 
products and the potential for integration and use of such data in novel ways.  
For these reasons, in Year 1 the XSEDE Data Services team will establish contact with appropriate team 
members from the Technology Audit and Insertion Services and initiate discussions leading to the 
development of an integrated repository for these diverse data products. This may initially be as simple as 
a common web-accessible location for deposit and retrieval of data. As with the primary data products, 
providing access to this repository to external researchers will be dependent on privacy and 
confidentiality concerns, but the goal will be to provide the maximum degree of access possible to all 
primary and secondary data. These repositories, web services, and diverse data products will be registered 
and discoverable by the XD community thru the XD-Registry digital product registry. 
                                                     
4 The XD Technology Database (XTED) is an ongoing publicly available and web-accessible database of 
technology projects for XD sites and users. See: https://xsede.org/xd-technology-database  
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The steps documented in this data management plan provide for the basic distribution of user and usage 
information to the research community, and include but do not detail plans to develop more robust, all-
encompassing repository capabilities to handle secondary data products in particular. As XSEDE itself 
evolves, it is expected that the data products of interest, the sources of such data products, and the 
potential uses of these data products will all continue to increase and evolve, necessitating ongoing efforts 
in the Data Services area in particular. Further planning and efforts regarding long-term preservation and 
access for both primary and secondary data products of XSEDE will be undertaken in concert with NSF 
DataNET awardees, and to the extent possible technologies and protocols developed by the DataNET 
partners will be used to increase the interoperability of XSEDE repositories. The long-term goal for 
XSEDE data management planning and execution will be to minimize the proliferation of data sources 
and to provide open access in the simplest possible way to the widest possible audience, both to document 
the usefulness of XSEDE infrastructure and to enable research on the use of XSEDE itself. 
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F XSEDE Budget Summary 
The following table provides staffing and funding totals per institution. The funding includes both staff-
related funds as well as all non-staff funds such as participant support, equipment, conference support, 
publishing support, etc. 
F.1 Year 1 
Institution FTE Yr1 Budget 
(includes both staffing 
and non-FTE funds) 
UIllinois (NCSA and UIUC) 24.43* $5,352,213 
UTennessee (NICS) 17.05 $4,148,000 
MPC Corporation (PSC and SEI) 21.55** $5,358,333 
UTexas (TACC) 19.33 $4,030,000 
UVirginia 2.50 $500,000 
UCalifornia San Diego (SDSC) 6.95 $1,470,000 
UChicago 7.96 $1,592,000 
Indiana 4.65 $930,000 
Purdue 2.51 $571,000 
NCAR 0.96 $192,000 
Shodor 1.35 $310,000 
Ohio State University (OSC) 1.15 $230,000 
SURA 1.00 $200,000 
Cornell 0.75 $150,000 
Rice 0.825 $185,000 
UCalifornia Berkeley 0.75 $150,000 
TOTAL 115.20 $25,368,546 
*Includes 5.0 FTE 24x7 Helpdesk/Operations Center and 1 FTE at UIUC for Evaluator. 
**Includes 2.25 FTE Systems Engineer at Software Engineering Institute/CMU. 
 
XSEDE dropped two of its original partners - the University of North Carolina (RENCI) and Krell 
Institute.  
The total FTE to XROADS partners is 23.78 FTE, which is 20.6% of the overall FTE count. 
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F.2 Years 2-5 
Institution FTE* Yr2 – Yr5 Budget 
(includes both staffing 
and non-FTE funds) 
UIllinois (NCSA and UIUC) 23.55 **  $26,189,592 
UTennessee (NICS) 16.43 $13,803,010 
MPC Corporation (PSC and SEI) 19.68 $18,380,176 
UTexas (TACC) 17.08 $13,912,676 
UVirginia 1.50 $1,200,000 
UCalifornia San Diego (SDSC) 6.58 $5,340,000 
UChicago 6.59 $5,268,000 
Indiana 4.65 $3,720,000 
Purdue 2.51 $2,284,000 
NCAR 0.96 $768,000 
Shodor 1.35 $1,240,000 
Ohio State University (OSC) 1.15 $920,000 
SURA 1.00 $800,000 
Cornell 0.75 $600,000 
Rice 0.825 $740,000 
UCalifornia Berkeley 0.75 $600,000 
TOTAL 105.355 $95,765,454 
Average $23,941,364/yr 
* FTE counts are reduced in Software Development and Integration by 50% from Year 1, and will be 
reevaluated based on results of Year 1 architecture activity. 
**Includes funding to be distributed for refactoring the Software Development and Integration Team 
budget 
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F.3 FTE Distribution 
The following table illustrates the distribution of XROADS FTE incorporated across the three XD 
Service Areas of CMS, AUSS, and TEOS for Year 1. 
Institution CMS 
FTE 
AUSS 
FTE 
TEOS 
FTE 
UIllinois (NCSA and UIUC) 16.80 6.0 1.625 
UTennessee (NICS) 9.90 6.0 1.15 
MPC Corporation (PSC and SEI) 14.15 6.0 1.40 
UTexas (TACC) 10.9 7.0*** 1.425 
UVirginia 2.50 - - 
UCalifornia San Diego (SDSC) 2.15 4.25 0.55 
UChicago 7.25 0.71 - 
Indiana 2.75 1.90 - 
Purdue - 1.43 1.075 
NCAR 0.25 0.71 - 
Shodor - - 1.35 
Ohio State University (OSC) - - 1.15 
SURA - - 1.00 
Cornell 0.25 - 0.50 
Rice - - 0.825 
UCalifornia Berkeley - - 0.75 
XROADS TOTAL 12.4 9.00 2.375 
*** includes AUSS Project Manager @ 1.0 FTE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
